FT-ICRMS distinguishes the mechanism of the charge state reduction for multiply charged protein cations admixed with redox reagents in ESI.
Recently, we reported on a phenomenon in which multiply charged protein cations produced by electrospray ionization could be reduced to lower and narrower charge state distributions when admixed with reducing reagents 1,4-benzoquinone or quinhydrone. Circular dichroism spectra of the proteins indicated that secondary and tertiary structural changes upon addition of these reducing reagents were negligible, thus eliminating conformational effects as playing a role in the charge reduction mechanism. Furthermore, the extent of charge state reduction did not correspond with gas-phase basicities of the redox reagents, suggesting that solution-phase, and not gas-phase, behavior dominates the observed charge state reduction. The relatively low resolution of the triple quadrupole employed did not make it possible to distinguish isotopic distributions of the multiply charged cations in order to determine whether the observed phenomenon was the result of proton-transfer reactions between the multiply charged cations and the reducing reagent or because of electron transfer from the reducing reagent to the protein cations. Here, high-resolution ESI-Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry of several peptide amides in the presence of a redox reagent show isotopic distributions that are consistent only with the proton-transfer mechanism.